
The Life of the Party program was built with one purpose: to celebrate our 
party people!  These are the Consultants who eat, sleep, and breathe 
Paparazzi pink.  They thrive on feeding their customers’ $5 habits and 
seem to leave a trail of bling everywhere they go.  They are hard at work 
building booming retail empires by partying for a living every chance they 
get.  You can watch their eyes light up as they share their obsession with 
anyone who will listen, and they absolutely thrive on the fun that fuels 
Paparazzi.     

When you become the Life of the Party, it is evident that you know how to 
work a room.  You know how to make your guests feel like the stars of the 
show.  You are warm, inviting, contagious, spunky, and fun – and you are 
changing the world $5 at a time.                                               

To celebrate Paparazzi’s ultimate party animals, we have created five levels 
of access within the Life of the Party program: Bronze, Silver, Gold, 
Platinum and Diamond.  Each level of access receives some incredible 
perks!                         



5,000 PV between July 1st and June 30th

Exclusive access to FIVE different accessories every month for an entire 
YEAR. These unreleased pieces are only available to our Life of the Party 
members for 48 blissfully uninterrupted hours.  An email notification will be 
sent 24 hours before the five exclusive pieces become available each 
month. 

In addition to these exclusive pieces each month, our Life of the Party 
members with Bronze Access who join us at our annual convention will 
receive:

     •     A beautiful certificate with shimmering bronze foil embellishments. 
     •     A Life of the Party branded bag.
     •     A bundle of 25 pieces of convention inventory!

Life of the Party qualifications are based on activity between July 1st and June 30th. PV includes a Consultant’s personal purchases, as well as 
the online purchases of their customers through the Consultant’s replicated website.  To qualify as the Life of the Party, you must accumulate 
the required PV between July 1st and June 30th.   Achievement will then be acknowledged at Paparazzi’s annual convention that follows the 
end of that year’s qualification period.  Benefits (i.e. access to five exclusive pieces each month, double Hostess Rewards) begin on September 
1st and end that following August 31st.  Consultant must be present at the annual convention in the year in which they qualify in order to attend 
the Founders’ Life of the Party luncheon and receive their certificate, convention inventory, branded bag, and other items. 

Life of the Party is not a lifetime recognition program. Only those who qualify each year will be recognized.



10,000 PV between July 1st and June 30th

Exclusive access to FIVE different accessories every month for an 
entire YEAR. These unreleased pieces are only available to our Life 
of the Party members for 48 blissfully uninterrupted hours.  An email 
notification will be sent 24 hours before the five exclusive pieces 
become available each month. 

As a Life of the Party member with Silver Access, you will get one of 
each of these five unreleased pieces delivered to your door, for free, 
in advance of their exclusive release; allowing you to see, touch, and 
feel the fabulous new additions.  Even more importantly – it will allow 
your customers to see them too!  

Our Life of the Party members with Silver Access who join us at our 
annual convention will receive:

     •     An official certificate with gorgeous silver foil embellishments. 
     •     A Life of the Party branded bag.
     •     One of each piece of the entire convention collection!
     •     An invitation to the intimate Life of the Party luncheon hosted  
 by the Founders.

Life of the Party qualifications are based on activity between July 1st and June 30th. PV includes a Consultant’s personal purchases, as well 
as the online purchases of their customers through the Consultant’s replicated website.  To qualify as the Life of the Party, you must 
accumulate the required PV between July 1st and June 30th.   Achievement will then be acknowledged at Paparazzi’s annual convention 
that follows the end of that year’s qualification period.  Benefits (i.e. access to five exclusive pieces each month, double Hostess Rewards) 
begin on September 1st and end that following August 31st.  Consultant must be present at the annual convention in the year in which they 
qualify in order to attend the Founders’ Life of the Party luncheon and receive their certificate, convention inventory, branded bag, and other 
items. 

Life of the Party is not a lifetime recognition program. Only those who qualify each year will be recognized.



OF THE

15,000 PV between July 1st and June 30th

Double Hostess Rewards on every order for an ENTIRE year!

Exclusive access to FIVE different accessories every month for a 
year. These unreleased pieces are only available to our Life of the 
Party members for 48 blissfully uninterrupted hours.  An email 
notification will be sent 24 hours before the five exclusive pieces 
become available each month. 

As a Life of the Party member with Gold Access, you will get one of 
each of these five unreleased pieces delivered to your door, for 
free, in advance of their exclusive release; allowing you to see, 
touch, and feel the fabulous new additions.  Even more importantly 
– it will allow your customers to see them too!  

Our Life of the Party members with Gold Access who join us at our 
annual convention will receive:

     •     An official certificate with elegant gold foil embellishments. 
     •     A Life of the Party branded bag.
     •     One of each piece of the entire convention collection!
     •     A complete set of the Zi Collection.
     •     An invitation to the intimate Life of the Party luncheon   
 hosted by the Founders

Life of the Party qualifications are based on activity between July 1st and June 30th. PV includes a Consultant’s personal 
purchases, as well as the online purchases of their customers through the Consultant’s replicated website.  To qualify as the 
Life of the Party, you must accumulate the required PV between July 1st and June 30th.   Achievement will then be 
acknowledged at Paparazzi’s annual convention that follows the end of that year’s qualification period.  Benefits (i.e. access to 
five exclusive pieces each month, double Hostess Rewards) begin on September 1st and end that following August 31st.  
Consultant must be present at the annual convention in the year in which they qualify in order to attend the Founders’ Life of 
the Party luncheon and receive their certificate, convention inventory, branded bag, and other items. 

Life of the Party is not a lifetime recognition program. Only those who qualify each year will be recognized.



25,000 PV between July 1st and June 30th

Double Hostess Rewards on every order for an ENTIRE year!

Monthly mentor call with one of the Founders.

Exclusive access to FIVE different accessories every month for a year. These 
unreleased pieces are only available to our Life of the Party members for 48 blissfully 
uninterrupted hours.  An email notification will be sent 24 hours before the five exclusive 
pieces become available each month.  

As a Life of the Party member with Platinum Access, you will get FIVE of each of these 
five unreleased pieces delivered to your door for FREE in advance of their exclusive 
release; allowing you to see, touch, and feel the fabulous new additions.  Even more 
importantly – it will allow your customers to see them too!

Our Life of the Party members with Platinum Access who join us at our annual 
convention will receive:

      •     An official framed certificate with elegant platinum foil embellishments 
      •     A Life of the Party branded bag
      •     One of each piece of the entire convention collection!
      •     A complete set of the Zi Collection!
      •     An invitation to the intimate Life of the Party luncheon hosted by the Founders.
      •     A sparkling tiara trophy
      •     A Life of the Party branded jacket
      •     An opportunity to model your favorite Paparazzi Blockbuster!  Your photo will be  
            featured online and your name will be included in the description through  
            August of the following year.  

Life of the Party qualifications are based on activity between July 1st and June 30th. PV includes a Consultant’s personal purchases, as well as the  
   online purchases of their customers through the Consultant’s replicated website.  To qualify as the Life of the Party, you must accumulate the     
     required PV between July 1st and June 30th.   Achievement will then be acknowledged at Paparazzi’s annual convention that follows the end of 
        that year’s qualification period.  Benefits (i.e. access to five exclusive pieces each month, double Hostess Rewards) begin on September 1st 
          and end that following August 31st.  Consultant must be present at the annual convention in the year in which they qualify in order to 
           attend the Founders’ Life of the Party luncheon and receive their certificate, convention inventory, branded bag, and other items. 

      Life of the Party is not a lifetime recognition program. Only those who qualify each year will be recognized.



OF THE

35,000 PV between July 1st and June 30th

Double Hostess Rewards on every order for an ENTIRE year!

Monthly mentor call with one of the Founders.

Exclusive access to FIVE different accessories every month for a year. These 
unreleased pieces are only available to our Life of the Party members for 48 blissfully 
uninterrupted hours.  An email notification will be sent 24 hours before the five 
exclusive pieces become available each month.  

As a Life of the Party member with Diamond Access, you will get TEN of each of 
these five unreleased pieces delivered to your door for FREE in advance of their 
exclusive release; allowing you to see, touch, and feel the fabulous new additions.  
Even more importantly – it will allow your customers to see them too!

An invitation for a weekend in Vegas with Misty & Chani, complete with shopping and 
a trip to the Paparazzi Corporate Office in Hurricane, UT.

Our Life of the Party members with Diamond Access who join us at our annual 
convention will receive:

      •     An official framed certificate with elegant silver foil embellishments 
            and sparkling rhinestones. 
      •     A Life of the Party branded bag
      •     One of each piece of the entire convention collection!
      •     A complete set of the Zi Collection!
      •     An invitation to the intimate Life of the Party luncheon hosted by the                
            Founders.
      •     The ultimate crown trophy
      •     A Life of the Party branded jacket
      •     An opportunity to model your favorite Paparazzi Blockbuster!  Your photo                           
            will be featured online and your name will be included in the description   
            through August of the following year.  
Life of the Party qualifications are based on activity between July 1st and June 30th. PV includes a Consultant’s personal purchases, as well as the online purchases of their 
customers through the Consultant’s replicated website.  To qualify as the Life of the Party, you must accumulate the required PV between July 1st and June 30th.   
Achievement will then be acknowledged at Paparazzi’s annual convention that follows the end of that year’s qualification period.  Benefits (i.e. access to five exclusive pieces 
each month, double Hostess Rewards) begin on September 1st and end that following August 31st.  Consultant must be present at the annual convention in the year in 
which they qualify in order to attend the Founders’ Life of the Party luncheon and receive their certificate, convention inventory, branded bag, and other items. 

Life of the Party is not a lifetime recognition program. Only those who qualify each year will be recognized.


